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GS-4000 Graphics Stations
The GS-4000 is a full-featured graphics
system designed to support all of the varied
requirements for text and graphics in master
control branding applications. The GS-4000
supports display of a large number of static
and animated logos. Animated logos are
flipbook animations that are played back
in real-time. Static logos are imported from
standard graphic files with full support of
transparency information.
When it is imported into the GS-4000, the logo
with all of its setup parameters is stored in the
system’s library for future recall. Logos can
be placed anywhere on the screen, combined
with static and dynamic text elements, and
then saved as a scene. Each scene can contain
one or multiple logos, text fields, etc, each
object having its individual timeline control.

In addition to supporting static text elements on
a scene, the GS-4000 offers a very powerful set
of linking tools for presenting text from external
data sources such as time and temperature
displays, news-tickers, etc. The source data can
also come from a local database or spreadsheet
files, making it easy to automatically present
highly customized information about upcoming
program schedules or breaking news events.

Features
 Flexible display of still and animated logos
 Multiple crawls with fixed or dynamic text
 Multiple time and temperature display options
 Switchable SD/HD Operation
 Control by MC-4000 provides automatic operation
 Optional clip player for Full-Motion playback
 Single or Dual Channel

GS-4000 Graphics Stations
The GS-4000’s user interface offers an
easy to use palette of tools for creating
and editing scenes. At the top of the
screen, a display of all of the items in
the graphics library makes it easy to
select elements and drop them onto the
canvas. At the right side of the canvas
is a list of the items used in that scene
with additional controls for editing
their appearance. At the left side of the
palette are scrollable thumbnails of
the stored scenes, allowing them to be
recalled for editing by simply clicking
on the thumbnail. Scenes can also be
recalled by entering the scene number
on the keyboard.

The GS-4000 can store and recall up to 1
million complete scenes made up of any
combination of graphic elements, static
or dynamic text, and audio clips. These
scenes can be linked to buttons on a
Utah Scientific Master Control Panel for
presentation under manual or automated
operation. The link between the panel
and the Graphics Station also provides
for recall of a time-line based sequence of
pages with a single command. For standalone operation, the GS-4000 can be
controlled directly from automation system
via industry-standard intelligent interface
commands.
The optional Video Clip Player provides full-motion, full resolution playback of pre-recorded
SD or HD video files. Often used for promotional clips, or “snipes”, the clip player integrates
seamlessly with the GS-4000’s other graphics features to provide an extremely powerful tool for
presenting very sophisticated graphics compositions with a single command.
The GS-4000 is housed in a compact 2RU chassis with a reduced depth to accommodate
installation in a normal broadcast equipment rack. For “upstream” use, the KEY and FILL outputs
of the unit can be fed to the inputs of the MC-4000 Master Control Switcher and assigned to any
position in the switcher’s layering system . For “downstream” use, the graphics can be keyed
internally over a signal that is fed into the unit’s video input.
While it is optimized for use with the MC-4000, the GS-4000 is also very well suited for standalone use wherever high-quality graphics and advanced dynamic text linking capabilities are
required.

Specifications
Video Formats Supported
SD (50 and 59.94 frames)
HD (720p and 1080i @ 50 and 59.94 frames)
Graphics File Formats Supported
Static Logos: 				
TGA, PNG, TIFF, BMP, JPG
Animated Logos: 			
Sequential TGA (FlipBook), PNG, TIFF
Audio Clips: 				WAV
Video Clips:				
MOV, AVI (With Optional Video Clip Player)
Data Sources Supported
Local or Network: 			
Text, Excel, ODBC Databases
Internet:				 XML, RSS
Video Inputs & Outputs
Inputs:					Reference
					Video
Outputs:				Key and Fill
Connector				BNC
Power				100-240VAC 50/60HZ
Physical
Width:					19” (48.26cm)
Depth:					22” (55.88cm)
Height:				
2RU, 3.5” (8.89cm)
Environmental
Temperature:				50-104 °F
Relative Humidity:			
0-90% non-condensing

Specifications are subject to change without notice
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